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Assessment How to Implement Examples/Notes 
Rhyme Identification Ask two words. Rhyme? Yes or No  

Rhyme Production You say a word like, sun, and ask for a 
rhyming word. 
Words can be non-sense words.  

 

Syllable Blending Say syllables to a word, ask the student to 
put them together. 
 

Example: ro-bot = robot 
 

Syllable Segmentation 
(opposite of Syllable 
Blending) 

Say a word, student breaks the word into 
syllables. Student can clap each syllable. 
 
Tip! student can put a hand on the 
bottom of the chin – the number of times 
the chin goes down = number of syllables. 

Teacher help the student by doing a 
word first. 
 
Example: cow boy (clap two times). 

Syllable Deletion Say a word, ask the student to repeat the 
word. Now, say it again, but don’t say 
____. 

Example: cupcake. Student says, 
Cupcake. You say, now don’t say 
“cup” = “cake” 

Phoneme Identification Here are words, what sounds the same? 
 

Example: cat, car, cap –what’s the 
same? Student: they all have “c.” 

Phoneme Isolation – 
Initial and Final 
 

Initial – say a word, what is the first sound 
you hear? 
 
Final – say a word, what is the last sound 
you hear? 

Example, dog, first sound says /d/ 
 
 
Example, dog, final sound says /g/ 

Phoneme Blending Say separate word sounds, student puts 
them together 

Example, /s/ /i/ /t/     
What is the word? Sit 

Phoneme 
Segmentation 

Say a word, student says sounds. 
 

Example, dim   
Student says: /d/ /i/ /m/ 

Phoneme Deletion Say word, eliminate sound, and say again Example, Goat, say it again with no 
/t/ = goa (long o) 

Phoneme Addition Say word, have student say it with one 
extra sound. 

Example: park, now say it again with 
/s/ (at front)  = spark 

Phoneme Substitution Say word, switch some sounds, student 
says word again. 

Example: bug, change /g/ to /n/.  
New word? bun 

Fluency – Upper Case Give a student a sheet with letters. Say, 
you have 1 min. to tell me as many letter 
names as possible. 

Mark on a teacher’s copy 

Fluency – Lower Case Give a student a sheet with letters. Say, 
you have 1 min. to tell me as many letter 
names as possible. 

Mark on a teacher’s copy 

Fluency – Letter Sounds Give a student a sheet with letters. Say, 
you have 1 min. to tell me as many letter 
sounds as possible. 

Mark on a teacher’s copy 
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